Agricultural Hearths & Crops
Present Day Agricultural Practices
Climate Regions (Koppen-Climate Scale)
Go ahead and answer on your own sheet of paper

1) Use the document in this packet, and look at Fouberg Figure 11.4 & Table 11.1. They’re both describing the initial Agricultural Hearths of the world during the Neolithic Agricultural Revolution (1st Agricultural Revolution). Discuss the overlap in the maps/tables, how are they the same and different and, if you had to group or create a pattern to know them, how would you do it?

2) Look at Agricultural Hearths & Crops in this packet. Now, look at Climate Regions. Identify the primary patterns you see with Agricultural Hearths and climate regions. If there are exceptions to your pattern, identify where, but then identify why it was still a hearth even with a different climate, these answers can be found in your Fouberg.

3) Look at Present Agricultural Practices; group today’s practices by climate region, this means you have to identify the climate regions where something is occurring and identify the pattern to these groups.

4) Use your Getis, pick ANY map in Getis that is not specific to Agriculture, in fact, due your best to stay out of the current chapter you are reading. Discuss how the map you’ve chosen (include page number) is influenced to the map in this packet called “Present Agricultural Practices.”